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The appearance and disappearance of an object in the visual field is accompanied
by changes to multiple visual features at the object’s location. When features at a
location change asynchronously, the cue of common onset and offset becomes
unreliable, with observers tending to report the most recent pairing of features.
Here, we use these last feature reports to study the conditions that lead to a new
object representation rather than an update to an existing representation.
Experiments 1 and 2 establish that last feature reports predominate in asynchronous displays when feature durations are brief. Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrate
that these reports also are critically influenced by whether features can be grouped
using nontemporal cues such as common shape or location. The results are
interpreted within the object-updating framework (Enns, Lleras, & Moore, 2010),
which proposes that human vision is biased to represent a rapid image sequence as
one or more objects changing over time.

Keywords: Feature binding; Object representation; Attention; Object updating.

When an object appears and then disappears from view, not only do its
features tend to occur in the same spatial location, but its features also
appear and disappear together in time. To understand the problem this poses
for the visual system, the physical proximity of an object’s features in space
and time must be contrasted with the mediation of its perception at a neural
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level. Object perception in the brain involves interaction among neural
circuits in functionally distinct and often spatially disparate brain regions,
leading to the binding problem (see Robertson, 2003; Treisman, 1996, for
reviews). To further complicate matters, many of these brain regions receive
sensory signals from the same physical event at different times and the
presence of neural activity in itself does not always correlate with awareness
(Lamme, 2006). For example, within 100 ms following the onset of a visual
event, neural signals in the higher-order parietal and temporal cortices send
feedback signals that modify activity in the primary visual cortex (Lamme &
Roelfsema, 2000), making it difficult to disentangle the contribution of
sensory signals from internally-generated expectations. Yet, somehow, these
neural processes are able under many circumstances to yield the perceptual
experience of objects as unitary and coherent entities. In this paper, we
examine the role played by the concurrent temporal onset and offset of
visual features in the formation of object representations, focusing especially
on the role played by geometric and chromatic factors when temporal
information is no longer a reliable guide for binding features to one another.
Although the features of an object are often spatially and temporally
contiguous, neither of these physical cues is essential or definitive for object
perception. Consider the case of a rabbit with its white, winter coat, hiding
from a predator in a snowy terrain. While motionless, the rabbit is invisible
to the predator who might incorrectly assign the features of the rabbit (e.g.,
its long ears, its body, and its tail) to the surface features of the snow; despite
the spatial contiguity of the rabbit’s body parts, no representation of a rabbit
is formed. However, once the rabbit begins to move and its various features
move together, it suddenly becomes visible against the snow. Thus, in the
absence of strong shape and colour cues for grouping features into objects,
the temporal cues of synchronous onsets, motion, and offset can become
effective for object perception (Lee & Blake, 1999; Sekuler & Bennett, 2001;
Usher & Donnelly, 1998).
Temporal cues in the absence of correlated spatial cues also give rise to
feature bindings and object perceptions, although some of these interpretations lead to predictable illusions. Consider metacontrast masking, in which
two spatial patterns are presented at different points in time (typically the
onset of a target shape is followed after 50100 ms by the onset of a masking
shape that fits snugly around the contours of the target shape). Although the
visual system registers the unique temporal onset of each of the two patterns,
as evidenced by speeded responses made to the onset of the target or the
mask shape (Fehrer & Raab, 1962) and by measuring the associated
electrical activity of the brain directly (Bridgeman, 1980), the viewer forms
a conscious object representation of only the second, larger, mask shape. Yet,
because no perceptual representation corresponding to the target shape is
formed, the features that make it distinct from the mask (e.g., its smaller size,
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colour, texture) are often incorporated into the perceptual experience that is
assigned to the mask shape, such that viewers experience a mask shape that
seems to expand briefly in size when it appears, taking on some of the colour
or texture of the target shape that is invisible (Enns, 2002; Herzog & Koch,
2001; Wilson & Johnson, 1985).
Although the inherent ambiguity of object perception under conditions of
unreliable spatial and temporal cues has been known for a long time, the
literature on binding shape and colour features across space (beginning with
Treisman & Gelade, 1980) is much larger than the corresponding literature
on binding the same features over time. Because temporal synchrony of
neural responses has been proposed as a mechanism for solving the binding
problem (Singer & Gray, 1995), important trends and controversies are now
emerging in the growing literature devoted to temporal aspects of binding
(e.g., Elliot, Shi, & Kelly, 2006; Engel, Fries, König, Brecht, & Singer, 1999;
Hommuk & Bachmann, 2009; Kanwisher & Driver, 1992; Moutoussis &
Zeki, 1997a, 1997b; Palanca & DeAngelis, 2005).
One theoretical framework proposed for understanding the coordination
of spatial and temporal binding begins with the premise that the visual
system is biased to represent a rapid image sequence as one or more objects
changing over time (Enns, Lleras, & Moore, 2010; Lleras & Enns, 2004;
Moore & Enns, 2004). This is consistent with the heuristic that the world is
generally a stable place; our visual-motor interactions with objects usually
involve changes that come about as a consequence of our own motion or the
motion of the object with which we are interacting. Thus, when the features
making up an object undergo a change, the representation of that object
formed by the visual system must be updated to reflect the change, to ensure
that the most recent appearance of an object is represented. Alternatively,
if there is sufficient evidence that the change to the scene involves the
introduction of a new object, rather than a change in the characteristics of
an old one, then a new object representation must be formed and
incorporated into a model of the current environment.
Whether a change in the features of an object lead to updating of an
existing object representation or to the formation of a new one has recently
been shown to play a role in a variety of perceptual phenomena. One is the
attentional blink that occurs when two targets must be identified in rapid
succession (Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992). The difficulty in identifying
the second target is greatly reduced when the second target is seen as
belonging to the same object representation as the first target (Raymond,
2003). A second is the flash-lag effect that occurs when comparing the
position of a moving object with the occurrence of a brief flash (Nijhawan,
1994). In this case the perceptual lag is greatly reduced when the motion path
is seen as comprised of two separate objects rather than only one (Moore &
Enns, 2004; Moore, Mordkopf, & Enns, 2007). A third is visual backward
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masking (Breitmeyer, 1984), which is also greatly reduced when the target
and mask are perceived as belonging to different object representations (Di
Lollo, Enns, & Rensink, 2000; Enns, 2002; Jiang & Chun, 2001). In all three
of these cases, whether the visual system represents a rapid sequence of
images as either a single object undergoing change or as a series of different
objects strongly influences the accuracy of reporting a visual target.
What are the factors influencing whether object updating or new object
formation occurs? According to the object updating framework, two main
principles govern the perception of images that change over time:
1. The formation of a new object (object registration) will occur instead of
updating of an existing object (object updating) as a direct consequence
of the number and strength of cues present in an image signalling the
likelihood of a new object. These cues include violations of spatial
contiguity, geometric and chromatic similarity, and temporal simultaneity (Bennett, Lleras, Oriet, & Enns, 2007; Lleras & Enns, 2004;
Moore et al., 2007).
2. New object registration is more likely than object updating when
focused attention is allocated to the location of an image change before
it occurs. Stated conversely, attention at the location of a change
protects the representation of the first image from masking by the
second, thus permitting new object formation and preventing object
updating (Enns, 2004; Enns & Di Lollo, 1997). This role of attention
has been demonstrated in metacontrast masking (Enns, 2004), object
substitution masking (Di Lollo et al., 2000), and the attentional blink
(Brehaut, Enns, & Di Lollo, 1999). In all these cases, focusing attention
in advance of an image change allows an object representation to be
formed more quickly, thereby making the newly formed representation
less vulnerable to updating from a subsequent change in the image and
freeing up resources for the formation of a second object based on the
changed image.
The flash-lag illusion (Nijhawan, 1994) serves as a convenient illustration
of the operation of both principles. In a typical version of this illusion, a
target shape travels along a predictable path and at some point a second
object appears and disappears suddenly (the flash) adjacent to the target.
Observers are required to indicate where the target is located at the time of
the flash. The standard finding is that observers localize the target further
along its path than it actually is at the time of the flash. An object updating
account, based on the first principle, is that the spatial, temporal, and
chromatic differences between the moving and the flashed shapes signal the
appearance of a new object at the time of the flash, whereas the smooth
motion and stable appearance of the moving target signal the same object
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changing only in its spatial position over time. However, the registration of
a new object not only takes some time, but often also attracts focused
attention. According to the second principle, by the time attention can shift
back to the moving object its location feature will have been updated and it is
this updated location that is compared in experience to the temporal onset of
the flashed shape (Baldo & Klein, 1995).
Moore and Enns (2004) tested the first principle of the object updating
framework by implementing large changes to the moving target shape at the
time of the flash. These changes (in size or colour) to the moving target
served as cues that, at the time of the flash, not only did a new object appear
in the flashed location, but another new object appeared in the path of the
moving target. Consistent with this hypothesis, participants experienced the
flash-lag illusion when the moving target shape remained unchanged, but
they did not experience the illusion when a large change occurred in the
moving target at the time of the flash. Because the shape or colour change
that occurred along the path of motion was not seen as belonging to the
original moving target, its location feature was not updated after the flash
had been registered.
Predictions made by the second principle of the object updating
framework*focusing greater attention on the target reduces the likelihood
of object updating (reducing the illusion), whereas withdrawing attention
increases its likelihood (increasing the illusion)*have also been confirmed.
Reducing the predictability of the flash location (Baldo, Kihara, Namba, &
Klein, 2002; Namba & Baldo, 2004; Vreven & Verghese, 2005), reducing the
task-relevance of the flash (i.e., increasing the likelihood it will capture
attention; Chappell, Hine, Acworth, & Hardwick, 2006), and dividing
attention between the flash-lag task and another attention-demanding task
(Sarich, Chappell, & Burgess, 2007), all serve to strengthen the illusion, as is
expected if object updating is more likely when spatial attention is directed
away from the target.
In the present series of experiments, we apply the object updating
framework to the perception of displays in which the temporal onsets and
offsets of features are unreliable, in order to study the process of binding
shape and colour features to objects in the absence of reliable temporal cues.
The special status of objects in attentional selection is well established (e.g.,
Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Egly, Driver, & Rafal, 1994). Rather than
presenting a new model of object representation, our goal is to better
understand the spatiotemporal factors that influence processes of object
formation. In all experiments, participants view sequences of images in
which the relevant features begin and end either synchronously (onsets and
offsets are in phase) or asynchronously (onsets and offsets are out of phase).
In temporally asynchronous sequences, a given feature (e.g., the orientation
horizontal or vertical) is physically paired with each of two values of a
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second feature (e.g., the colours red and blue). When this asynchrony is
maximal, the two values of the second feature are each paired with the first
for equal lengths of time (e.g., vertical bars are red for the same amount of
time they are blue). Observers are then asked to report the colour (report
feature value; e.g., red) paired with the orientation (defining feature value;
e.g., vertical). If temporally asynchronous displays pose no special problem
for the visual system*other than reducing the overall reliability of feature
binding*then observers should choose randomly between the two colours
physically paired with a defining orientation, and should report each colour
with equal frequency. If, on the other hand, the visual system tends to
represent the feature pairing based on its most recent updating of the
appearance of the same object*as predicted by the object updating
framework*then the colour that was paired last in the sequence with a
defining orientation feature should be reported at rates greater than
expected by chance. A comparison of the proportion of observed reports
of the last feature compared to the proportion expected by chance yields an
index of the difficulty of binding features with asynchronous temporal
offsets.

EXPERIMENT 1
We tested the first principle of object updating by comparing reports of
feature pairing when participants were viewing displays in which all features
appeared and disappeared simultaneously (synchronous displays) with
displays in which features changed at different times (asynchronous
displays). Figure 1A shows the overall spatial layout of the displays. Eight
moving squares were arranged in two rows of four squares each. Adjacent
squares moved in opposite directions, so that at any given time four squares
were moving upward and four were moving downward. Figure 1B illustrates
how colour and motion features changed asynchronously in some displays,
and Figure 1C illustrates the time course of feature changes in the four
conditions that were compared. Holcombe and Cavanagh (2001) reported
that participants could accurately pair visual features changing synchronously at very high rates of alternation, provided that the features to be
bound appeared in the same location. However, when the colour and
orientation to be paired appeared in different locations, thresholds for
pairing with 75% accuracy increased by a factor of 10. In Experiment 1 we
asked participants to pair colour and motion in cycling displays, in which the
features were each presented for 300 ms, and the onset and offset of features
was either synchronous (Figure 1C, left side) or asynchronous (Figure 1C,
right side). Asynchronous features were out of phase with one another by
half a cycle (i.e., by 150 ms).
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Figure 1. Experiment 1: (A) Spatial layout of the display, showing how the two different items
alternate across the eight positions (indicated by grey and black squares). (B) Illustration of how items
change colour and motion direction over time in the asynchronous conditions. (C) Time course of the
feature changes in the four conditions in the experiment. The two-colour label for each condition
indicates the colour in each frame when the motion direction was ‘‘up’’ (the defining feature for the
colour group) and the two-direction label for each condition indicates the motion in each frame when
the colour was ‘‘red’’ (the defining feature for the motion group). Each frame 150 ms.

A second factor in Experiment 1 was whether each changing feature was a
defining property (basis for visual detection) or a report property (basis for
visual identification). Because switching attention from the defining
property to the report property is a time-consuming mental operation
(Duncan, 1985; Weichselgartner & Sperling, 1987), the prediction from
object updating theory was that the features reported would tend to involve
the last rather than the first values paired with the defining feature value.
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Thus, for one group of participants, motion was assigned as the defining
feature and colour was the report feature (colour group); for the other group,
this assignment was reversed (motion group). This between-groups factor
therefore tested the hypothesis that shifting attention from a defining to a
report property would increase the probability of object updating. This
manipulation has been used previously in reports of perceptual simultaneity
(e.g., Arnold, 2005; Clifford, Arnold, & Pearson, 2003; Holcombe &
Cavanagh, 2008). The prediction here was that reports should be biased
towards the later of the two features paired for equal durations with the
defining feature value, regardless of whether the report feature was colour or
motion.
To summarize, we predicted that when temporal onsets and offsets were
synchronous, participants would accurately report the value of the report
feature that was actually presented with the defining feature, regardless of
which feature was assigned to each role (e.g., when red was paired with
upward motion, reports would be accurate regardless of whether participants were asked to report colour or motion direction). With asynchronous
temporal onsets and offsets, however, we expected the role assigned to
features in the participant’s task to influence pairing reports. For example, as
shown in Figure 1C for the asynchronous condition labelled red-blue/downup (upper-right panel), when participants in the colour group shifted
attention from the defining motion feature of ‘‘up’’ to the report feature
of colour they should tend to report the colour ‘‘blue’’ rather than ‘‘red’’,
because ‘‘blue’’ was the later of the two colours that were paired with ‘‘up’’.
In contrast, when participants in the motion group examined the same
displays, now shifting their attention from the defining motion feature of
‘‘red’’ to the reporting feature of motion, they should tend to report the
direction ‘‘up’’ rather than ‘‘down’’, because ‘‘up’’ was the later of the two
colours that were paired with ‘‘red’’. What is remarkable is that the colour
group is predicted to pair ‘‘up’’ with ‘‘blue’’, whereas the motion group is
predicted to pair ‘‘up’’ with ‘‘red’’, even though both groups are viewing the
same display sequences. An alternative outcome for this experiment, one not
favouring the object updating hypothesis, would be that participants would
make the same colour and motion pairing in both conditions, perhaps
because one of the features is registered more slowly than the other, leading
to perceptual lags caused by the transmission of feature information rather
than because of shifting attention (e.g., Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997a).

Method
Participants. Twenty-four students from the University of British
Columbia volunteered in exchange for partial course credit. All reported
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normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Twelve were assigned to the colour
group and twelve to the motion group.
Stimuli and procedure. Displays were presented on a Macintosh eMac
computer with the colour screen set to a refresh rate of 60 Hz. As shown in
Figure 1A, displays consisted of eight squares, arranged in two rows of four
columns, with the two different types of items in each display arranged so
that no adjacent items were identical. The centre-to-centre distance between
display items was 3.0 degrees of visual angle and each item occupied a
square region of 1.38. Each square in these displays was either blue or red,
and each square was also moving upward or downward, as illustrated by the
arrows in Figure 1B. In any given display frame, four of the items were
identical in colour and motion direction; the other four were of the opposite
colour and motion direction. Display frames were 150 ms in duration, such
that each feature was presented for 300 ms, and an entire cycle of four frames
took 600 ms. Displays continued to cycle until the participant pressed a
response key.
Four different display sequences were presented in random order across
trials. Two of these were synchronous displays, as shown in Figure 1C (left
side). In these sequences, the upward moving squares were always blue and
the downward moving squares were always red (blue-blue/down-down), or
the upward moving squares were always red and the downward moving
squares were always blue (red-red/up-up). In the asynchronous displays,
shown in Figure 1C (right side) the same features were presented for the
same durations, but the changes in colour and motion were offset by a phase
shift of 908 (one 150 ms frame; red-blue/down-up or blue-red/up-down).
Participants in the colour group were instructed to indicate the colour of
the squares when they were moving upward; those in the motion condition
were instructed to indicate the direction of motion when the squares were
red. The response keys ‘‘z’’ (blue or horizontal) and ‘‘/’’ (red or vertical) were
used to make these responses and there was no speed stress in the task. On
average participants made these decisions within 23 s of display onset. Each
participant completed at least 100 trials (four blocks of 20 trials separated by
a short self-paced break) with several participants in each group completing
200 trials (eight blocks).

Results
The mean proportion of colour and motion reports is shown in Figure 2.
Colour reports were coded arbitrarily as proportion red (the complement is
proportion blue), motion direction reports were coded as proportion upward
(the complement is proportion downward) for the four types of display
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Figure 2. Experiment 1: Mean proportion ‘‘red’’ reports (given an upward direction of motion) in
the colour group and the mean proportion ‘‘up’’ reports (given a red colour) in the motion condition.
The four conditions in each group are labelled according to the feature values that were paired in the
cycling displays shown in Figure 1.

sequences. The main finding was a significant tendency to report the second
of the two paired report feature values more frequently than the first paired
report feature in asynchronous displays, even though they were each paired
with a defining feature value for the same length of time. This tendency was
observed both for participants reporting the colour of the moving squares
(colour group in Figure 2) and for those reporting the motion direction of
the red squares (motion group in Figure 2).
These observations were supported by a mixed-model ANOVA involving
the between-participants factor of group (report colour vs. report motion)
and the within-participants factor of condition (blue-blue, red-blue, bluered, red-red). A significant GroupCondition interaction, F(3, 66)3.30,
MSE0.075, pB.02, indicated that the tendency to report feature values in
asynchronous displays (the middle two bars in each panel of Figure 2) varied
with the report participants were asked to make. Direct comparisons
involving the two asynchronous conditions showed the colour group tended
to report the last of two colour values that were paired with the defining
feature of vertical motion more frequently than expected by chance, t(66)
2.34, pB.05. When viewing the same displays, the motion group tended to
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report the last of two motion directions paired with the defining feature of
red, also more frequently than expected by chance, t(66)2.00, pB.05.
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Discussion
As previously reported by Holcombe and Cavanagh (2001), reports of
feature pairing were very accurate for synchronous displays at the rate tested
(300 ms of simultaneous feature presentation or 1.67 Hz). Reports of feature
pairing for asynchronous features, however, favoured the later of the two
values paired with the defining feature. If observers simply could not
discriminate which colour or motion was paired with the defining feature
and were choosing feature values at random, the proportion of ‘‘red’’ and
‘‘upward’’ reports for the asynchronous conditions shown in Figure 2 (two
middle bars) should have approached 50%. Also, if detection of one of the
defining features (e.g., up motion) was processed more slowly than detection
of the other defining feature (e.g., red colour), then the later colour should
have been reported by the colour group and the earlier motion direction
should have been reported by the motion group. Instead, the second of the
two colours paired with ‘‘up’’, and the second of the two motions paired with
‘‘red’’ was reported at rates that differed both from rates of the first feature
and from rates expected by chance. According to object updating theory,
such a pattern is expected if the visual system is biased to update an object
undergoing a change with the most recently available value of a changing
feature.
In this experiment, the amount of time each report feature value was
paired with the defining feature was equal (half the total duration of the
defining feature). As such, the duration over which features were physically
paired differed for synchronous and asynchronous conditions. For example,
in the synchronous condition ‘‘red’’ and ‘‘up’’ were paired for 300 ms; in the
asynchronous condition they were paired for only 150 ms before either the
colour or direction of motion changed. Given that the features were also
maximally out of phase with one another (908) this could be considered an
extreme case. In the next experiment we systematically varied the temporal
offset between feature changes in smaller steps in addition to varying the
overall feature duration. This allowed us to (1) examine the influence of finer
gradations in phase-offset and (2) directly compare feature reports in
synchronous and asynchronous displays when the durations of the two
features paired were equated in total time.
It is possible that the last-feature report tendency observed in Experiment
1 simply reflects a tendency to report the most recently seen feature pairing,
irrespective of whether the changed feature is assigned to an existing object
representation or to a new one. We tested for this possibility in Experiment
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2. If participants simply remember the most recently seen feature pairing
better than the previous one, this tendency should increase as features are
paired for longer durations. Note that object updating makes the opposite
prediction, in that last-feature reports should decrease as feature duration
increases. This is because increasing the time that two features are paired
should increase the likelihood of consolidating a stable object representation
before one of the feature values changes.
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EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 was designed as a second test of the first principle of object
updating, namely, that asynchronous feature changes bias the visual system
to update an existing object rather than to form a new one. We did this by
manipulating the phase-shift of the feature changes (in 458 steps)
independently from the duration of each feature value (64 or 128, 256,
512 ms). Note that an asynchronous cycling display poses two different
problems for the visual system. The brief duration of each feature
presentation means that report errors may occur simply because not
enough time has elapsed for a feature to be registered before its values have
been replaced. The asynchronous nature of the changes means that some
cue other than temporal contiguity of onset or offset must be used to
establish temporal congruence of the features. By varying phase and
feature duration independently, we could decouple the contributions of
asynchrony per se from those of brief feature durations on the difficulty of
feature binding.
This design also allowed us to compare conditions in which two
features were paired for an identical duration but were presented together
in quite different contexts. For example, a 150 ms simultaneous presentation of red and upward motion could occur in the slower, asynchronous
displays (upward moving squares are blue for 150 ms then red for 150
ms), or in faster, synchronous displays (upward moving squares are red
for 150 ms, but never turn blue during upward motion). If the
asynchronous displays used in Experiment 1 were difficult only because
feature values are paired for a shorter duration than in synchronous
displays, performance in these two conditions should not differ. Rather
than repeating our tests with colour and motion, as in Experiment 1, here
we paired colours (blue, red) with orientation (horizontal, vertical) in
order to generalize the point that asynchronous feature presentations pose
a problem of ambiguity for the perceptual system. Participants were
instructed to report the colour of the rectangles whenever they were in
vertical orientation.
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Method
Participants. Thirty-three undergraduate students (27 female) volunteered their participation in exchange for partial course credit. Data
from three participants were excluded from consideration because they
seemed to misunderstand the instructions, selecting the colour paired
with the horizontal orientation rather than the correct (vertical) orientation on more than 90% of synchronous trials. Fifteen of the remaining
participants were tested using frame durations of 32 ms, 64 ms, and 128
ms (University of British Columbia) and 15 participants were tested
with frame durations of 16 ms, 64 ms, and 128 ms (University of
Regina).
Stimuli and apparatus. Display sequences consisted of a spatial array
of rectangular items, laid out in two rows of four columns, so that no
adjacent items were identical in orientation or colour in any single frame.
The centre-to-centre distance between display items was 3.0 degrees of
visual angle and each item occupied a square region of 1.38. Each
rectangle in these displays was either blue or red, and each rectangle
was oriented either vertically or horizontally, as illustrated in Figure 3.
These displays continued to cycle until the participant pressed a response
key.
Procedure. Each display cycle consisted of four frames in which a
given element was vertical followed by four frames in which it was
horizontal. Colour was alternated in a similar way, with each element
presented in red for four frames followed by blue for four frames.
Displays differed in the phase relationship between these two features
and in the duration of each display frame. Phase was varied in 8 steps of
45 degrees, ranging from 0 to 315 degrees; each phase shift was chosen
quasirandomly, with equal probability, with the restriction that the
same phase shift could not appear on more than four consecutive trials.
Frame durations were manipulated in multiples of 16 ms, corresponding
to the vertical refresh rate of the monitors used in testing. The shortest
possible feature duration was 64 ms (i.e., four 16 ms frames, to allow for
varying phase relationships in 45 degree steps). For one group, the feature
duration was 128 ms, 256 ms, and 512 ms; for the other group it was 64
ms, 256 ms, and 512 ms; this duration was chosen randomly on each
trial. The fact that these groups differed only on the shortest feature
duration meant that we could also test whether performance on the
middle feature duration was influenced by a range effect; namely, the
context of the other durations experienced in the same session.
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Figure 3. (A) Spatial layout of the display shown in Experiment 2, showing how the two
different items alternate across the eight positions (indicated by grey and black squares). (B)
Illustration of how items in Experiment 2 change colour and orientation over time in the
asynchronous conditions with a phase shift of 458 (blue for the first of four frames when the bar
was vertical and red for the remaining three frames). Each feature was visible for either a short
duration (64 or 128 ms, consisting of 4 frames lasting either 16 or 32 ms), a medium duration
(256 ms, consisting of 4 frames of 64 ms), or a long duration (512 ms, consisting of 4 frames of
128 ms). (C) Spatial layout of the display used in Experiment 3, showing how the two different
items alternate across the eight positions (indicated by grey and black squares). (D) Illustration
of how items change colour and orientation over time asynchronously in Condition B of
Experiment 3. (E) The three conditions tested in Experiment 3, differing in how strongly the
defining feature (yellow shape) is perceptually grouped with the report feature (blue or red shape):
Nested (A), adjacent (B), and separate (C).
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Figure 4. Experiment 2: Mean proportion of ‘‘red’’ reports when the bar was vertical, as a function
of phase shift and feature duration for the group with 64 ms as shortest feature duration (upper panel)
and for the group with 128 ms as shortest feature duration (lower panel). At 08 phase shift, bars were
red for entire time they were vertical; at 458 they were blue for the first of four frames and red for the
remaining three frames; at 1358 they were blue for the first three frames and red for the remaining
frame. At the 1808 phase shift, bars were blue for the entire time they are vertical. The dashed lines in
each panel illustrate the expected responses if perception corresponded to the relative physical
durations of each colour.
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Results
Figure 4 shows the mean proportion of ‘‘red’’ reports (chosen arbitrarily; the
complement is the proportion of ‘‘blue’’ reports) for the two groups of
participants, plotted as a function of the phase relationship between features
and feature duration. The dashed line in the figure shows the proportion of
‘‘red’’ reports expected if responses simply tracked the relative amount of
colour paired with each period of vertical orientation.
The main finding was that frame duration influenced perceptual reports
for asynchronous displays (458, 908, 1358, 2258, 2708, 3158 phase shift
conditions) more than for synchronous displays (08, 1808 conditions). This
observation was supported by a mixed design ANOVA involving the
between-participants factor of group (shortest duration64 ms, 128 ms)
and the within-participants factors of phase shift (0, 45, 90, etc.) and
duration (short, medium, long). This analysis revealed an overall interaction
of GroupPhase shiftDuration, F(14, 392)2.24, MSE0.015, pB
.007, as well as significant Phase shiftDuration interactions in each group
considered separately, F(14, 196)11.4, MSE0.013, pB.001, and F(14,
196)11.8, MSE0.017, pB.001, for the 64 ms and 128 ms group,
respectively.
More detailed comparisons showed that for the group tested with 64 ms
as the shortest duration (upper panel in Figure 4), there was a significant
difference between observed reports and those expected by chance (based on
the actual percentage of time the vertical shape was red, as indicated by the
broken line in Figure 4) in both the short and medium feature durations for
the 908 phase shift condition (mean difference.17 and .11, respectively)
and for the 2708 phase shift condition (mean difference.33 and .28,
respectively), all t(14) values2.3, all p-valuesB.04. For the group tested
with 128 ms as the shortest feature duration (lower panel in Figure 4), ‘‘red’’
reports occurred less frequently than expected by chance at the 2708 phase
shift for both short (mean difference.26), t(14)6.78, pB.01, and
medium feature durations (mean difference.16), t(14)2.45, pB.03. In
contrast, for the longest feature duration (512 ms in each group), perceptual
reports favoured the colours shown at the onset of the vertical orientation,
which is a reversal of the effect observed in Experiment 1. This effect was not
reliable for the 64 ms group, but was reliable for the 128 ms group at both
908 (mean difference.16), t(14) 3.69, pB.003, and 2708 phase shifts
(mean difference.19), t(14)4.10, pB.002. Finally, frame duration had
no significant influence in either of the two synchronous conditions in either
group (08, 1808 conditions), all p-values.20.
Another comparison examined the group differences in the Phase shift
Duration interaction. As shown in Figure 4, reports of ‘‘red’’ in the 256 ms
condition varied considerably depending on whether the shortest feature
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duration was 64 or 128 ms. An analysis excluding the shortest feature
duration in each group (because this value differed for the two groups)
revealed a significant GroupPhase shiftDuration interaction, F(7,
196)2.15, MSE0.010, pB.05. Inspection of the means indicated that
the difference in observed and expected ‘‘red’’ reports at a feature duration
of 256 ms was larger overall when seen in the context of much shorter frame
durations (shortest frames64 ms) than in the context of longer ones
(shortest frames128 ms).
Finally, comparing the shortest feature duration in each group (64 ms vs.
128 ms) afforded a unique opportunity to test the claim that asynchronous
trials pose a problem for the visual system independently of feature duration.
With a 64 ms feature duration and synchronous trials (08 and 1808 phase
shifts), vertical orientation was paired with a single colour for 64 ms. This
can be compared with a 128 ms feature duration on maximally asynchronous trials (908 and 2708 phase shift), in which each colour is paired with
vertical orientation for exactly this same duration (64 ms). These two
conditions are equal, both in the absolute durations of the feature pairings
and in the rate at which the bar changes at least one of its features (i.e., once
every 64 ms). Yet, on synchronous trials (64 ms) the colour physically paired
with vertical was chosen 95.9% of the time whereas on asynchronous trials
(128 ms) the first colour paired with vertical (for 64 ms) was chosen only
35.7% of the time, t(28)11.4, pB.001, with the second colour pairing
receiving the majority of reports (64.3%).
Although speed of response was not emphasized to participants in this
experiment, we incidentally measured the time participants took to make
their reports, which allowed us to examine how their decision times were
related to relative report frequency. These analyses all showed that decision
time generally decreased as report frequency increased for a given feature
value (i.e., as perceptual certainty increased), giving us increased confidence
that the colour reports were reliably related to participants’ experiences and
not complicated by guessing strategies.

Discussion
In contrast to expectations based on either veridical perception or random
responding, colour reports were disproportionately influenced by the second
colour appearing on the vertical bar. For example, when the vertical bar was
red for the last 75% of its period (458 phase shift condition) or blue for the
last 75% of its period (2258), the bar was reported as red (or blue) about 90%
of the time. In conditions in which the bar was red for only the last 50% of its
vertical period, red reports were again overrepresented when red was the last
colour (908 phase shift) with participants reporting the bar as red about 68%
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of the time and underrepresented (about 20%) when red appears as the first
colour (2708 phase shift).
The strength of the tendency to report the later appearing colour paired
with vertical was qualified, however, by an interesting context effect. When
the shortest feature duration tested in the experiment was 64 ms, colour
reports in the 256 ms feature duration condition strongly favoured the
second of the two colours paired with vertical. However, this tendency was
greatly attenuated (and, at the 908 phase shift, eliminated entirely) at the
same feature duration when the shortest feature duration tested in the
experiment was 128 ms. The tendency to report the later appearing colour
was therefore increased when displays changed more rapidly (shorter feature
durations) and, at the other extreme, was nearly eliminated when displays
had a slow rate of alternation (longest feature duration). However, regardless
of feature duration, a difference between observed and expected reports was
much more likely to occur with asynchronous than with synchronous
displays, even when frame duration was held constant. When the vertical
shape appeared in only one colour, this colour was correctly reported as
paired with vertical, even at the shortest feature duration.
Comparing performance across conditions that equated the physical
duration of the paired feature values reinforced our interpretation that
asynchrony per se is problematic for the visual system. Specifically, a vertical
bar that was blue for the first 64 ms of its 128 ms vertical period and red for
the remaining 64 ms was reported as red on the majority of trials; a vertical
bar that was blue for 64 ms and then changed to a horizontal red bar was
almost always (correctly) reported as blue. Comparing these two conditions
also highlights the fact that the time needed to switch attention from the
defining feature to the report feature per se cannot fully explain the lastfeature report tendency. When reliable spatiotemporal cues are present (as
on synchronous trials), observers accurately pair the only colour presented
with vertical; if the speed of the attention switch was the only relevant factor,
the other colour should have been reported as often in the 64 ms
synchronous condition as the later colour was reported in the 128 ms
asynchronous condition (in which a single colour was paired with vertical for
64 ms).
The results of Experiment 2 also counter the possibilities that the greater
number of ‘‘last’’ colour reports reflect a response bias rather than a
perceptual bias, or that they index a tendency to better recall the most
recently seen pairing of features. With a very long feature period of 512 ms,
colour reports tended to favour the first of the two colours paired with
vertical, rather than the second. A general response bias would not have been
affected by this change in feature duration. From an object updating
perspective, however, this finding is expected, because as a pair of features
appears together for a longer duration, it will be possible to consolidate a
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stable object representation before the feature changes. According to the
second principle of object updating, attention to the report feature prior to
a change in its value should buffer it from masking and, as such, updating
should not occur.
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 confirm that asynchronous onsets and
offsets of features pose difficulties for a visual system trying to bind features
into a stable object representation. The solution taken by the visual system*
pairing the most-recently presented feature value with a defining feature*
reflects the tendency for object updating rather than new object registration.
Synchronous displays involving the same brief durations of feature
presentations do not pose the same problems, suggesting that temporal
coincidence is used by the visual system as a cue for feature binding (Lee &
Blake, 1999; Sekuler & Bennett, 2001; Usher & Donnelly, 1998). The results
of the feature duration manipulation were also instructive: Increasing the
duration of the feature pairing beyond a critical value (i.e., between 256 and
512 ms) was sufficient to allow for the consolidation of an object
representation, preventing object updating, even for asynchronous displays.
Notably, at these longer feature durations participants did not report the
most recently seen feature pairing, as predicted by a mere bias to report the
most recently paired feature.
In the next experiment we systematically varied the difficulty of switching
attention from the defining feature to the report feature, in an effort to
manipulate the probability of object updating occurring. Of course, if the
last feature report tendency reflects better recall of more recently seen
feature pairings, this manipulation should have no effect on performance.
Additionally, we tested whether the reporting tendencies observed in
Experiments 1 and 2 would persist even when the defining and report
features involve the same perceptual dimension (colour).

EXPERIMENT 3
If object updating plays a causal role in the tendency to report the second of
two paired feature values as concurrent with a defining feature value, then
manipulating the speed of an attention switch should influence this tendency.
According to the second principle given in the introduction, the probability
of object updating is greater when attention is not available for consolidating
an object representation than when attention is focused on the location of a
change. This is presumably because focused attention increases the temporal
resolution of visual segmentation processes (Enns, Brehaut, & Shore, 1999;
Shore & Spence, 2005). Increasing the time needed to switch attention from
the defining feature to the report feature, then, should increase the difficulty
of consolidating a stable object representation and increase the likelihood of
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object updating. Conversely, the more rapidly attention is deployed to the
report feature, the less likely it is that its value will have changed and,
correspondingly, the less likely it is that object updating will occur.
In Experiment 3, we varied the time needed to switch attention from the
defining feature to the report feature by varying the extent to which the two
feature values were bound within an object representation. We expected that
when the defining and report features were perceptually integral, using
Garner’s (1974) term, it would be more difficult to segregate them for the
purposes of report than when the defining and report features were
perceptually separable. Pairing integral features should increase the time
needed to switch attention from the defining feature to the report feature,
thereby increasing the likelihood that the value of the report feature will have
changed when attention is redeployed to the report feature. If so, we
expected the last-feature report tendency to be largest when the defining and
report features were integral rather than separable.
We varied feature integration by capitalizing on a previous report that
two colours in a nested-feature relationship (e.g., the window and wall
colour of a house) are perceptually grouped more strongly than are two
colours on adjacent surfaces (e.g., the colours of each half of a duplex) or
even on spatially separated surfaces (Wolfe, Friedman-Hill, & Bilsky, 1994).
The stimuli in Figure 3E were designed to vary along this continuum of
grouping strength. In each condition, one part of each display item
alternated in colour between grey and yellow, whereas the other part
alternated between red and blue. Participants were instructed to report the
colour paired with yellow. What differed between the conditions was the
degree to which the greyyellow alternating portion was spatially grouped
with the redblue alternating portion.
As a check on the validity of our assumption that these displays varied in
perceptual grouping, we first conducted visual search experiments in which
the task was to report the colour (blue or red) of the one item in the display
that was also yellow. The nontarget items were defined by grey in the regions
occupied by yellow in the target item and they varied randomly in whether
they were red or blue in the report region. Note that this search task involves
the inverse perceptual problem of the task studied by Wolfe et al. (1994).
There, participants were presented with many items that were either yellow
or grey and red or blue, and were asked to find the single yellow-red item as
rapidly as possible. This defines a standard ‘‘conjunction search’’. In the
present task there was only a single yellow item among many grey items and
the task was to report whether the other colour in the yellow item was blue
or red. This means participants must first find the yellow item (defining
feature) and then report the other colour (report feature). That step should
be more difficult if two parts of an object must be first perceptually
segregated or unbound in order to make the report.
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Seven participants were tested on 160 trials with search displays
containing either one or eight items in a static 2  4 spatial array. Accuracy
of search was92%. The results were clear in showing that discriminating
blue from red in Condition A (mean correct RT570 ms) was significantly
slower than in Conditions B (mean correct RT524 ms) and C (mean
correct RT538 ms), leading to a main effect of condition, F(2, 12)4.27,
MSE9131.06, pB.04. Direct comparisons confirmed that responses in
Condition A were reliably slower than in Conditions B and C combined,
t(12)2.16, pB.05, but that responses in Conditions B and C did not differ
from each other, t(12)0.78. Search times were also slower when the display
contained eight items rather than only one, F(1, 6)84.78, MSE2909.99,
pB.001, but this effect did not interact with condition, F(2, 12)1.44,
MSE797.79, p.27. These results confirm that the task was most difficult
for the items in Condition A, consistent with the prediction that the two
parts of the object would be grouped most strongly in this condition (Wolfe
et al., 1994).

Method
A total of 51 university students who had not participated in any other
experiment reported in this paper volunteered in exchange for partial course
credit. Seventeen participants were assigned to each of the conditions.
Display sequences were constructed as in Experiment 2, using the three types
of display items shown in Figure 3. The feature duration was 150 ms and
only the 08 and 1808 phase shifts were tested. Otherwise the methods were as
described in Experiment 2.

Results
The mean proportion of ‘‘red’’ reports is shown in Figure 5. Colour reports
were coded arbitrarily as proportion of red reports (the complement is
proportion blue) while the defining regions were yellow. The x-axis indicates
when the stimulus was actually blue in both frames (blue-blue), when it was
red only in the first frame (red-blue), when it was red only in the second
frame (blue-red), and when it was red in both frames (red-red). There were
two main findings. First, reports in each of the asynchronous conditions
favoured the feature present during the second frame of the defining feature,
indicating that the tendency to report the second of two feature values paired
with a defining feature value occurs even when both defining and report
features involve the same dimension (i.e., colour). Second, this effect was
larger in condition A (the one in which the two colours were perceptually
coupled most tightly) than it was in Conditions B and C.
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Figure 5. Experiment 3: Mean proportion of ‘‘red’’ reports when the other part of the item was
yellow, as a function of how strongly the defining feature (yellow) is perceptually grouped with the
report feature.

These observations were supported by a mixed-model ANOVA involving
the between-participants factor of grouping (nested, adjacent, separated) and
the within-participants factor of condition (blue-blue, red-blue, blue-red, redred). A significant GroupingCondition interaction, F(6, 144)14.13,
MSE0.062, pB.001, was observed, indicating that the tendency to report
the later-appearing colour in asynchronous displays (the middle two bars
in each panel of Figure 5) varied with grouping. Follow-up tests were carried
out using Fisher’s LSD procedure. Direct comparisons of the last-feature
reporting tendency indicated it was larger in Condition A (mean difference
.69) and greater than expected by chance, t(144)8.08, pB.001, than it was in
Condition B (mean difference.22), t(144)2.58, pB.01, or in Condition C
(mean difference.08), t(144)B1).

Discussion
This experiment showed that the difficulty of binding two features with
asynchronous temporal onsets is not unique to situations in which the two
features to be compared involve different dimensions. Indeed, the tendency
to report the later-appearing colour in Condition A (‘‘report the colour of
the centre square when the frame is yellow’’) was much larger than the same
tendency we measured in Experiments 1 and 2, in which different dimensions
were involved.
The second important finding was that the magnitude of the report error
was in direct proportion to the likelihood of object updating in these
displays. When these two regions formed a well-integrated perceptual entity
(as indicated by the conjunction search tasks of Wolfe et al., 1994, and by
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our visual search experiment described in the introduction to the present
experiment), the tendency to report the later of the two feature values paired
with the defining feature was larger than when the two regions were less
strongly grouped. According to the object updating hypothesis, spatially
segregating the defining and report features decreased the difficulty of
switching (and, correspondingly, the time needed to switch) between the
features. This increased the likelihood that attention was available prior to
a change in the value of the report feature, which in turn reduced the
probability of object updating*and the likelihood of reporting the updated
feature. Note that if last feature reports reflected better memory for more
recently paired features, then the manipulation of the integrality of the
defining and report features should have had no effect on performance,
simply because the later of the two values of the report feature was paired
with the target feature for the same duration across all three conditions.
Taken together, the results of Experiments 13 suggest that asynchronous
onsets and offsets of features create a situation that makes it difficult to
consolidate a stable object representation, which in turn increases the
likelihood that object updating occurs. Conditions that favour the fast
redeployment of attention to the report feature reduce the probability of
object updating and, in turn, reduce the tendency to report the second of two
values paired with the defining feature for an equal duration. In Experiment
4, we test a prediction that follows from the first principle of the object
updating hypothesis, that object updating will be prevented if a cue present
in the display reliably signals the appearance of a new object.

EXPERIMENT 4
If object updating plays a significant role in the reporting errors of
Experiments 13, it should be possible to reduce those errors by providing
the visual system with a reliable nontemporal cue to object formation.
Specifically, according to the first principle of object updating, if reliable
spatiotemporal cues signal that an updated feature value should be
attributed to a different object, no updating of the initial representation
formed by the visual system should occur. Alternatively, if participants
simply recall the most recent feature pairing most strongly, then the presence
of cues favouring the appearance of a new object over a change to an old one
should have no effect on the last feature reporting tendency.
In Experiment 4 we systematically varied the spatial location of the
features in the displays. This was a test of the idea that when the displays in
Experiment 3 formed a well-integrated perceptual object (Figure 3E,
Condition A) the object updating process led to an increase in participants’
reports that the later appearing of two values were paired with the defining
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feature. In our view, this occurred because the value of the report feature
changed during the time that the defining feature was being registered, and
the object representation was updated accordingly. Conversely, when the
report and defining features were grouped less strongly (Figure 3E,
Conditions B and C) object updating was less likely to occur because each
alternating item could be represented individually. Establishing separate
representations in these conditions increased the likelihood that attention
could be redeployed to the report feature before it changed, with the lastfeature report tendency being nearly eliminated in Condition C.
Experiment 4 compared three conditions. A Baseline condition was
conceptually very similar to Experiment 3, in that colour was used for both
the defining and the report features. It differed only in geometry, as
illustrated in Figure 6. The defining feature was the colour of a stationary
vertical bar that alternated between yellow and grey and the report feature
was the colour of a partially occluded horizontal bar that alternated between
blue and red. The critical comparison was between two conditions that
involved displacement of the horizontal bar in alternation throughout the
display sequence. In the synchronous jump condition, the horizontal bar
jumped (it appeared in another location) in synchrony with every change in
its own colour. For example, if the horizontal bar was blue it remained in
one location for the entire blue period and then it appeared in the other
location and it turned red. Subjectively, this was experienced as a bar that
changed colour every time it changed location. A change in both colour and
location should provide a strong cue to the presence of a new object,
irrespective of the asynchronous onsets and offsets of the features to be
paired. In the asynchronous jump condition this same bar jumped in
synchrony with each change in the colour of the vertical bar (defining

Figure 6. Experiment 4: Illustration of how items change colour and orientation over time.
Conditions differed in whether the shape of the report feature was stationary (baseline), was relocated
with the change in the report colour (synchronous), or was relocated out of phase with the change in
the report colour (asynchronous).
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feature). Thus, if the horizontal bar was blue in one location it remained blue
even after it moved to another location, where it stayed blue for one frame
before becoming red for one frame, and then moved as a red bar to the other
location.
According to the object updating account, the tendency to report the
second of the two colours paired with the target colour should be diminished
in the synchronous jump condition relative to the baseline condition because
the horizontal bar can be represented by the visual system as a distinct
object every time it changes location (at which time it also changes colour;
Lleras & Moore, 2003; Moore & Lleras, 2005). As such, the object
representations at each of these locations should be less susceptible to
updating based on their colour values at the other location. In contrast, the
horizontal bar in the asynchronous jump condition should be maximally
vulnerable to object updating by the new colour occurring in the same
location. In this condition, there is no reliable cue to signal the presence of a
new object that could compensate for the difficulty posed by asynchronous
temporal onsets and offsets of the features to be paired, so the conditions
that favour object updating are present.

Method
Fifteen students who had not participated in any of the previous experiments
volunteered in exchange for partial course credit. The method was identical
to that of Experiment 3, with the following exceptions. First, display items
consisted of a vertical bar of one colour (yellow or grey) superimposed in
front of a horizontal bar of another colour (blue or red), as shown in Figure
6. These bars were similar in their spatial dimensions to the bars used in
Experiment 2.
The participants’ task was to report the colour of the horizontal bar when
the vertical bar was yellow. As in previous experiments, the colour of the
horizontal bar (report feature) alternated either in phase or out of phase
with the colour of the vertical bar (defining feature). Three different
conditions were compared as outlined and illustrated in Figure 6: Baseline,
synchronous jump, and asynchronous jump. These three conditions were
tested in a counterbalanced order across participants and order played no
significant role in the results (all FsB1.0).

Results
The mean proportion of ‘‘red’’ reports is shown in Figure 7. Colour reports
were coded arbitrarily as proportion red (the complement is proportion
blue); the defining regions were yellow. The x-axis indicates when the
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Figure 7. Experiment 4: Mean proportion of ‘‘red’’ reports when the shape was vertical, as a
function of whether the shape of the report feature was stationary (baseline), was relocated with the
change in the report colour (synchronous), or was relocated out of phase with the change in the report
colour (asynchronous).

stimulus was actually blue in both frames (blue-blue), when it was red only in
the first frame (red-blue), when it was red only in the second frame (bluered), and when it was red in both frames (red-red). The main finding was the
strong tendency to report the later feature value in the baseline condition
and in the asynchronous jump condition but no such tendency in the
synchronous jump condition (Figure 7).
This observation was supported by a repeated-measures ANOVA
involving the factors of jump (none, synchronous, asynchronous) and
condition (blue-blue, red-blue, blue-red, red-red). A significant Jump
Condition interaction was observed, F(6, 102)27.6, MSE0.026, pB
.001, indicating that the tendency to report the later appearing colour in
asynchronous displays (the middle two bars in each panel of Figure 7) varied
significantly with condition. Direct comparisons of the last-feature report in
each of the three conditions were carried out using Fisher’s LSD test. The
results indicated a significant deviation between observed and expected
reports (no bias0) in the predicted direction in the baseline condition
(mean.74), t(102)13.30, pB.01, and in the asynchronous jump condition (mean.82), t(102)22.80, pB.01, but in the opposite direction in the
synchronous jump condition (mean.11), t(102)2.03, pB.05.

Discussion
According to the object updating hypothesis, the difficulty of binding
features with asynchronous temporal onsets and offsets arises because such
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conditions favour object updating. Thus, providing a reliable nontemporal
cue for assigning features to objects should greatly reduce the tendency for
object updating to occur. In Experiment 4, otherwise very similar display
sequences resulted in either a strong tendency to report the later of two
report values paired with the defining feature, or no such tendency at all,
depending on whether or not the report features that alternated over time
occupied the same spatial locations. When they did occupy the same location
(baseline and asynchronous jump), a strong last-feature report tendency was
observed; when they occupied unique locations this tendency was actually
reversed, with reports favouring the first of the two colours paired with
yellow. The modulation of the last-feature report bias by this manipulation
of a geometric cue is inconsistent with the idea that the bias results from
better memory for the most-recently encountered feature pairing. The object
updating account, on the other hand, explains this finding with its claim that
the visual system treats the different features occurring in these two locations
as corresponding to distinct objects. As such, in the presence of reliable cues
for assigning new features to new objects, the visual system is less susceptible
to the processes of object updating (i.e., feature replacement) that occur
whenever it encounters dynamic scenes and instead a stable object
representation in which the target feature is bound to the first of the two
report features is formed.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Attention has often been implicated in object perception, yet most of the
work in this area has explored the role of spatial attention in conjoining
features that occur in close proximity to one another (e.g., Treisman &
Gelade, 1980). To successfully group features of an object that are changing
over time, as occurs when an object is in motion, the visual system relies on
the cooccurrence of feature appearance and disappearance in time (Lee &
Blake, 1999; Sekuler & Bennett, 2001; Usher & Donnelly, 1998). The
heuristic used by the visual system is that features that onset and offset
together probably belong to the same object. Here we explored the
consequence of disrupting this temporal cue by creating displays in which
the features of objects onset and offset out of phase with one another,
forcing attention to be switched from one feature to another in order to
make a report of perceptual simultaneity.
According to the object updating hypothesis, asynchronous changes in
feature values should promote object updating, similar to other situations in
which spatial or temporal contiguity of features in dynamic visual displays
promote object updating, as in the flash-lag effect (Moore & Enns, 2004), the
attentional blink (Brehaut et al., 1999; Raymond, 2003), and backward
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masking (Enns, 2004; Enns & Di Lollo, 1997). In support of this hypothesis,
we found that when a defining feature value was paired with two report
feature values of equal duration in a cycling display, participants tended to
report the later of the two feature values. We argue that this occurred
because the visual system must first segregate the defining feature value from
other features in the display, which, in a continuously changing display, is an
attention-demanding operation. To complete the report, attention then must
be switched to the report feature value. Because this takes time, attention is
momentarily unavailable for consolidating a stable object representation and
object updating cannot be prevented; the value of the feature initially paired
with the defining feature is updated, or replaced in the object representation
by the more recent value. The consequence of this is that the later of the two
report feature values paired with the defining feature is overrepresented
when participants report on perceptual simultaneity in asynchronously
changing displays.
The viability of the object updating account of this last-feature reporting
tendency was tested in four experiments. In all experiments, the pattern of
verbal reports with asynchronous displays did not mirror either the physical
reality of these displays, nor did it reflect random guessing on the part of the
participant. Instead, participants’ reports conformed to a prediction based
on the object updating hypothesis, which is that the most recently updated
feature value is registered in the object representation. This same reporting
tendency was not observed when synchronously changing visual features
were paired (Experiments 14), even at high rates of alternation (Experiment
2). The tendency to report the second of two values paired with the defining
feature in asynchronous displays was observed irrespective of which of
feature was treated as the defining property and which as the report property
(Experiment 1), and could not be attributed to differences in the length of
time the defining feature and each report feature value were physically paired
in synchronous and asynchronous displays (Experiment 2). The last-report
tendency was also stronger with faster rates of alternation and reversed with
very long feature durations (Experiment 2). Last-feature reports depended
neither on the specific features to be paired (colour and motion in
Experiment 1 vs. colour and orientation in Experiment 2), nor on whether
the feature dimensions were the same or different (Experiments 3 and 4 vs.
Experiments 1 and 2). Manipulations that increased the difficulty of
switching attention from the defining to the report feature (Experiment 3)
and decreased the availability of cues for assigning features to objects
(Experiment 4) increased the tendency to report the later-appearing feature.
Finally, providing reliable nontemporal cues for assigning features to objects
(concurrence in colour and unique location cues) reversed last-feature
reports in Experiment 4, even though the temporal cues for the onset and
offset of the relevant features remained unreliable. The pattern of results
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observed in all experiments is therefore broadly consistent with the
predictions of the object updating account.
Taken together, the last-feature report tendency is likely a reflection of the
difficulty participants have in forming a stable object representation under
circumstances in which spatial and temporal cues provide conflicting
information. Under normal circumstances, the temporal onset and offset
of feature values are concurrent when they derive from the same object. The
dark colour and the characteristic motion patterns of a bird both begin and
end with the appearance and disappearance of the bird from view. Indeed,
laboratory studies also confirm that temporal synchrony is a powerful factor
influencing perceptual grouping, even when it is the only cue by which a
visual display can be organized (Lee & Blake, 1999). The unusual
circumstance that confronts the visual system in the task described here is
that features are not beginning and ending concurrently with one another.
This prompts the system to look for other clues to how the scene might be
organized, such as grouping by spatial proximity and other geometric
heuristics relevant to object perception. But, while this is going on, the scene
continues to change, so the system becomes vulnerable to the feature
‘‘overwriting’’ that is normally beneficial as one views what first looks like a
bird, and then becomes reinterpreted as an aeroplane, even if it only rarely
goes on to become Superman.

Relation to the same-object cost
For many years attention researchers have been aware of a limit on object
identification that is known as the two-object cost (Duncan, 1984). Namely,
if participants try to report two features (e.g., colour and orientation), they
are more accurate when both of these features belong to the same object
than when they try to report the colour of one object and the orientation of
another. The favoured interpretation of this finding is that attention is
organized around ‘‘objects’’, such that attending to an object activates
awareness of all of its features. Reporting features of two different objects
must therefore come about at the expense of sharing limited attentional
resources between two objects.
Davis and colleagues have recently demonstrated that the two-object cost
is not nearly as general as researchers have assumed (Davis & Holmes, 2005;
Davis, Welch, Holmes, & Shepherd, 2001). Using novel solid shapes, rather
than the overlearned, overlapping, outline drawings of most previous
studies, these researchers have documented a strong same-object cost.
Specifically, participants in their studies are less accurate in reporting two
features of the same object than they are in reporting individual features
from two separate objects. Clearly, more research will be required to fully
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understand this dramatic reversal in the conventional wisdom regarding the
conditions in which reporting on multiple features from the same object is
easy or difficult. The results of the present study hint at the possibility that
the last-feature reporting tendency could be used as an index of how tightly
coupled the features of an object are, and it could therefore be used to
predict the relative magnitude of the same-object cost in future studies.
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Relation to the perceptual asynchrony effect
In the task examined in the current study, participants were required to pair
two feature values that were alternating either synchronously or asynchronously over time. A similar task has been used to investigate the perceptual
asynchrony effect (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997a, 1997b), the finding that
observers tend to report as coincident feature values whose onsets are
actually about 50100 ms out of phase with one another. The favoured
interpretation of this finding (Arnold, Clifford, & Wenderoth, 2001; Clifford
et al., 2003; Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997a, 1997b; but see Adams & Mamassian,
2004; Bedell, Chung, Ogmen, & Patel, 2003; Nishida & Johnston, 2002) is
that awareness of motion or orientation lags awareness of colour, despite the
fact that, at the neural level, motion and orientation are generally believed to
be computed more rapidly than colour (Schmolesky et al., 1998).
Many of the findings of the present study are in broad agreement with
results of studies of the perceptual asynchrony effect. That is, when displays
were asynchronous, a lag of approximately 100 ms between feature changes
resulted in a maximum number of last-feature reports (e.g., Experiment 2:
The 1358 phase shift condition with a feature duration of 128 ms
corresponds to a lag of 96 ms; the 458 phase shift condition with a feature
duration of 512 ms corresponds to a lag of 128 ms). However, numerous
details of the present findings call for an account that goes beyond a simple
lag in the processing or conscious awareness of visual features such as
motion, colour, or orientation. First, factors other than temporal lag are
needed to account for the variability in error rates for asynchronous
conditions that all involved a lag of near 100 ms (i.e., the same lag led to
last-feature reports that ranged from 68% to 95%). Most notably, the
likelihood of reporting the later colour was strongly influenced by the
context in which the pairing task was completed (i.e., whether the shortest
feature duration tested in the experiment was 64 ms or 128 ms). Second,
reversing the defining and report attributes reversed the direction of the
effect for the same physical display sequences in Experiment 1 (i.e., lastcolour reports occurred when upward motion was the defining property,
whereas last-motion direction reports occurred when the colour red was the
defining property), which has not been found in investigations of the
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perceptual asynchrony effect (e.g., Clifford et al., 2003; Holcombe &
Cavanagh, 2008). If observers generally become aware of colour before
motion or orientation, as proposed by some theories of the perceptual
asynchrony effect (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997a, 1997b), then this reversal in
our findings could never occur. Third, when the displays were synchronous
(i.e., both features onset and offset together) participants were extremely
accurate at pairing features that were actually concurrent, even at the
shortest feature duration tested (as previously reported by Holcombe &
Cavanagh, 2001); no lag was necessary for accurate pairing of colour and
motion, or colour and orientation. Fourth, last-feature report biases were
observed, and indeed exacerbated, even when the pairing task involved the
same attribute (colour) as both the defining and report feature (as in
Experiments 3 and 4) rather than two different attributes (as in Experiments
1 and 2).
The differences between our findings and those for the perceptual
asynchrony effect may be reconciled in at least two different ways in future
studies. One possibility is that the task used to measure the perceptual
asynchrony effect, despite its superficial similarity to the task used in the
present studies, indexes a different set of psychological processes. This
possibility is implied by some authors who have reported that the perceptual
asynchrony effect is unaffected by reversing the role of defining and report
features (Arnold, 2005; Clifford et al., 2003; Holcombe & Cavanagh, 2008).
A second possibility is that the two tasks index the same set of psychological
processes, but emphasize different characteristics of the feature binding
operation. That is, there may indeed be a variable lag time needed for
different feature values to reach awareness, but in addition to this lag,
perceptual reports may also be subject to a delay imposed by switching
attention from a defining feature to a report feature. Moreover, the attention
switching delay may be especially sensitive to the specific factors manipulated in the present study (including the present conditions of extreme
temporal asynchrony), leaving the differential feature lag as a constant and
relatively untouched factor in all of our experiments. We leave these
theoretical possibilities as problems to be resolved by future studies. What
the present set of experiments make clear, however, is that temporal
synchrony seems to be as important as spatial and geometric cues (i.e.,
shared locations, shapes, and colours) for solving the binding problem in the
perception of objects whose features are changing over time.

Limitations and future directions
The present findings highlight the importance of understanding how the
spatial and temporal allocation of attention interacts in object representa-
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tion. We note that in our pairing task, and in similar tasks (e.g., Moutoussis
& Zeki, 1997a, 1997b), participants are asked to pair asynchronous features
in displays that contain more than one object, such that across the entire
display the probability of any pair of features (e.g., red paired with upward
motion) is equated. That is, at any point in time, for every occurrence in the
display in which red is paired with upward motion, there is a corresponding
occurrence in which blue is paired with downward motion (e.g., Figure 1C).
Implicit in the use of such multi-element displays is the assumption that
focused spatial attention to the location of one object alternating in feature
pairings would invoke different processes than distributed spatial attention
across the entire display of objects. Of course, there is nothing to prevent
participants from focusing attention to a single object. Holcombe and
Cavanagh (2008) found that the frequently reported lag in perceiving motion
relative to colour was greatly reduced when the target was spatially cued,
suggesting that spatial attention may indeed be important in binding
features with asynchronous temporal onsets and offsets. However, in their
experiments participants also viewed multielement displays, so it remains to
be seen whether the same result would obtain if spatial attention to the
target were encouraged by including single-target displays, rather than by
explicitly cueing participants to attend to a single item.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A considerable literature has now been established exploring the processes
that allow the visual system to select and bind features belonging to the
same object in static displays (e.g., Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Increasingly, interest is turning to the question of how a stable object
representation is consolidated when features of the object appear in
dynamic displays, constantly changing over time. Our particular interest in
this paper was to examine the artificial situation in which features
belonging to the same object onset and offset at different points in
time. Our motivation for examining such displays was to investigate the
processes of object representation in the absence of this particularly
powerful cue for grouping features into objects. We hypothesized that such
situations would tax attentional resources, requiring a time-consuming
attention shift from one feature to another; without the availability of
attention for consolidating a stable object representation, object updating
would occur. Based on comparisons with other phenomena in which
object updating appears to play a role, we anticipated that pairing reports
would tend to emphasize the most recently experienced pairing of features
in the display, but that this tendency would disappear if other, reliable
cues were reintroduced. These expectations were confirmed, emphasizing
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once again the ubiquity of object updating as a general heuristic of the
visual system when faced with unreliable temporal cues for assigning
features to object representations.
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